Hammondville P.S. Stage 3: Remote Learning Program - Term 4 Week 3
Morning

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

English

English

English

English

Wellbeing Friday

20 minutes of silent
reading of a book of
choice

20 minutes of silent
reading of a book of
choice

20 minutes of silent
reading of a book of
choice

20 minutes of silent
reading of a book of choice

▢ Task 1 - Spelling
Spelling Focus:
Toponyms are names of
places. A toponym is a
place name or a word
coined in association
with the name of a place.
Watch the following video
on Toponyms
Abbreviations &
Toponyms - Bing video
Complete The
brainstorming activity and
write out your words for
Monday.

▢ Task 1 - Spelling
Spelling Focus:
Toponyms are names of
places.
Write out your words for
Tuesday, complete the
Word of the week activity
and the find a word.

▢ Task 1 - Spelling
Spelling Focus:
Toponyms are names of
places.
Write out your words for
Wednesday. Complete the
definition activity and the
book covers activity

Catch up on tasks,
unplug from devices,
look after your wellbeing
- pick activities from the
wellbeing grid.

▢ Task 2 - Grammar
Complete the Subject
Specific worksheet.

▢ Task 2 - Grammar
Complete Ned Kelly editing
passage.

▢ Task 2 - Grammar
Complete the proofreading
activity. Use the answer
sheet to check your
answers.
▢ Task 3 - Handwriting
Spookiest Stories - Listen
Ear: by Paul Jennings.
Copy the text from page
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▢ Task 3 Comprehension
Listen to Ms Beller read
“Thomas Edison”
Complete the “Thomas
Edison” worksheets.

▢ Task 3 - Writing
Informative Text - Lesson
3: Text Structure
(Guided lesson to be
done as a class ZOOM,
see Class dojo and
Google classroom for
details)
>Writing Informative Texts
PowerPoint
>Informative Text Structure
- Sorting Task

▢ Task 1 - Spelling
Spelling Focus: Toponyms
are names of places.
Write out your words for
Thursday, complete the
contractions/homophones
activity and the sentences
activity.
▢ Task 2 - Comprehension
BTN
Watch
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/
classroom/extreme-weathe
r/10790694
Complete focus questions
worksheet
▢ Task 3 - Handwriting
.Please complete the
handwriting passage on the
Panama Canal.
Remember your slope and
joins.

144 of the book in your
best cursive writing. (Use
an exercise book) Don’t
forget a margin, the title of
the text, author and
publishing details. Include
an illustration with a
caption. (I have included
an example for you to
follow).
▢ Task 4 - Writing
Informative Text - Lesson
3: Text Structure
(Modelled lesson to be
done as a class ZOOM,
see Class dojo and
Google classroom for
details)
>Video clip Informational
Writing - YouTube
>Writing Informative Texts
PowerPoint

Break
11:00 am 11:30 am
Middle

Maths

Maths

Maths

Maths

▢ Task 1 - Mental
Computation
* Times tables
* Mental addition

▢ Task 1 - Mental
Computation
* Times tables
* Mental addition

▢ Task 1 - Mental
Computation
* Times tables
* Mental addition

▢ Task 1 - Mental
Computation
* Times tables
* Mental addition

▢ Task 2 - complete the
worksheet on
multiplication. If this is too
easy complete the word

▢ Task 2 - complete the

▢ Task 2 - complete a
worksheet on coordinates.
There is an easier version
and a more difficult

▢ Task 2 - complete the
worksheet on the capacity of
shopping items and millilitres
and litres.
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worksheet on order of
operations (BIDMAS).

problems worksheet on
percentages (unit 20)
▢ Task 3 - Optional
* Complete two tasks in
Mathletics

PDHPE
practical/theory
Complete the activity on
unhealthy and healthy
lifestyles. Think about how
you can keep your body
healthy and happy.
Check out YouTube for Mr
Withers Challenge this
week. Post a video or take
photos of yourself doing
the challenge.

Break
1:10 pm 1:50 pm
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▢ Task 3 - Optional
* Complete two tasks in
Mathletics

Science
Electricity: Lesson 3 Conductors & Insulators
View the Google
Classroom slides, and the
videos attached.
Complete the worksheet
and share it with your
teacher.

version.
▢ Task 3 - Optional
* Complete two tasks in
Mathletics

Science STEM
Mini Maze:
Build a large maze using
sticks. It must allow a mini
plastic figure to move
through the maze from
start to finish.

▢ Task 3 - Optional
* Complete two tasks in
Mathletics

Library
This week we will be
exploring the creative
process to answer questions
about the story. Complete the
focus questions on ‘How to
make a bird’.

Afternoon

Geography
▢ Task 1 Choose a local issue or
problem that you would
like to do something about
and complete the local
inquiry.
Visit Liverpool City Council
Website for ideas.
Current Major Works |
Liverpool City Council
(nsw.gov.au)
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CAPA - Dance Year 6
lesson 2:00-2:30pm
Join Mrs Webb on Zoom to
learn your end of year
dance.
Zoom details on Class
Dojo and Google
Classroom

Assembly 2pm via
Zoom details on class
dojo and Google
classroom

CAPA - Dance lesson
2:00-2:30pm
Join Mrs Webb on Zoom for
the weekly dance lesson.
Zoom details on Class Dojo
and Google Classroom

